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Voge]'s test book of macru and semimicro qualitative inorganic analysis, Fifth 
Edition (1979). Revised by G. Svehla, published by Longman Group Limited, London, 
pp. 605, Price t 14.95. 

Vogel'., bo,ks on sn~ilyse- are wzll known lo thc priscnt generalion of chcmi;ts. The 
book on qualitatiie inorganic analysis was published first as early as 1937. It F.as 
been of value as a text book for undergraduates and ds a book of reference to pi-aotiuing 
analytical chemist? since then. 

Tne boo:< has been revised four times. The last revision was nearly a quarter 
century ago. Tne presenl revised edition by Dr. G. Svehla of Queens University, 
BeIrast, is therefore welcome. Th~e theoretical part has been revised thoroughly and 
brought up-to-date. T ~ l e  text on reaction of cations and anions 1 as remained allnest 
unaltered. 

The book discusses all the three aspects of qualitatiye analysis-the theoretical basis, 
experimental techuiques and experimental procedures. The first chapter which comprises 
one quarter of the book deals with the theoretical basis of qualitative analysis and 
covers the basic physical chemistry of chemical reactions. The second chapter dis- 
cusses the experimental technique of macro, semimicro and also micro methods. 
This inclr!des details of apparatus, manipulations and practical hints for those intending 
to set up a laboratory for the purpose. 

The two sl!bsequent chapters form one group. The  third chapter discusses the 
reactions of common cations and the fourth the reaction of anions' and thus set the 
stage for. systematic qualitative inorganic analysis. The rest of the book deals with 
the qualitative analysis proper. 

The fiM chapter deals with systematic qualitative analysis. The sixth chapter deals 
with adoptation of the knowledge of the first four chapters to tl e semimicro scale of 
operations. The seventh chapter deals with the reaction of less common ions wiich 
are entering the industrial products of late. The reactions of these are discwedand 
the position of thcn~ in the systematic qualitative analysis is indicated. The last chapter 
dticribea an abbreviated course of qualitative analysis which gives the systematic 
qualitarive analysis in a condensed form which can be adopted for short-term courses. 

The last part, Appendix IT, gives the composition of all the reagents needed for the 
qlralitative amlysis. This part i% likely to bevery usefi!l to the staff in charge of mainle- 
nance of the lab. 

1.1.S~ -11 
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On the whole, the revised book is a useful addition to the libraries of colleges which 
offer undergraduate comes in chemistry. 

The price of the book is prohibitive and is beyond the reach of an average under- 
graduate st .dent. 

8. K. VIJAYALAKSHAMMA 

The ana'ys's 01 biological materials edited by L. P. Butler. Published by Pergamon 
Press Ltd., 1979, pp. vii f 103, Price $25. 

This title covers the proceedings of a conference held in Pretoria, South Africa, by the 
S?e:tros-opic Soziety of S o ~ t h  Africa in 1977. As pointed out in the preface by the 
editor of this volume analytical aspects of biological materials need an increasing atten- 
tion. It is essen?ial in some cases to develop newer analytical techniques for the 
analysis not only of biological materials but also of others as well. 

Eleven articles by the experts in the area are presented out of which nine are from the 
Afrisan continent and one each from England and Australia. The opening address by 
A. J. Brink outlines the,need for such an analysis which conld be nseful in diagonistic 
medicine and its importance in current medical research. I t  also lists the possible future 
developments in qase. shuttle, radioactive labelling and environmental exposure. The 
majority of the work presented here is the analysis'of trace metals in blood serum and 
many elements of physiological importance, using atomic absorption spectroscopy, 
atomic fluores:en-e spectros-,opy, neutron activation analysis and ion microprobe ana- 
lysis. The sensibility of eash of the methods and sample preparation of the material 
are listed by the individual au.thors. The work reported is qnite informative and authori- 
tative. One good aspect about such a compendium of papers by different authors is 
that eash work is suppo~ted by the motivation in their research and expertise and instru- 
mentation tezhniques available in their respective laboratories. In fact, there is some- 
thing about everything one wants to know about analysis of biomaterials in this volume 
but not enough. The latter comment does not mean that this is not a worthy one, but 
the editor has tried his best to put up the otherwjse different works in a book form. The 
redeemin$ feature of this volume is that it tells us about what has been happening in tbis 
important area in the African continent. 

The get up of the book is excellent and it is nice to see an author and subject index 
for a book of about 100'pages. This book would be a good addition to the libraries 
but very few individoals would like to own one.' 

, . 
v. KRlSHNw 
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Statistics for engineers by A. Greer. Published by Stanley Thornes (Publishers) Ltd., 
Cheltenham GL53 ODN, England, 1979, Pp. ix $ 123, Price E 2.85. 
This is an ex:ellent introductory book on statistics meant not only for rngineers and 
te:hnologists but also for ju ~ i o r  college and senior high sshool students. The author 
has taken great pains to in-lude a large number of examples and exercises with anssers 
which contribute very highly to its pedagogical valne. 

The book is organized into eight chapters. A very useful collection of formulae is 
given right at the beginning. Frequency distributions and basic probability theory 
constitute chapters 1 and 2 res2e:tively; the various important distributions, viz., 
Binomial, Poi son and Normal distribntions are covered in detail in chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
Cha~ter 6 deals with s a n ~ l i n g  and estimation theory; the tests of significance are 
desxibed in detail in chapter 7. Regression and correlation form the last chapter. 

The book contains a large nomber of illustrative diagrams as an aid for quick com- 
prehension and self-study. 

Certainly it is a very valuable basic working text book for a variety of courses in 
s;ien:e, en:inee~ing, management, operations research and economics. Every high 
e:hool, te:hnical s:hool and college library should have multiple copies of this book. 

Earth shock by B. Booth and F. Fitch. Published by J. M. Dent and Sons Ltd., London. 
1979, pp xii + 256, UK Price f 6.95. 

This is a book written in simple langrage, with a popular appeal, about the catastrophes 
which may afflict the earth from time to time. The book contains eight chapters. 
The first chapter 'The violent planet ' introduces the theme of the book, citing several 
histori:al events, that the earth may be visited by devastating catastrophes. The second 
chapter ' Re:ord of the rocks ' atte npts to establish from studies of the rocks that the 
hazards are in fast in the form of earthquakes, volcanoes, climatic changes and extra- 
terrestrial missiles. The third chapter ' Dance of the continents ' is on the theory of 
continental drift. The fourth chapter 'The unstable earth ' is about past earthquakes. 
The fifth chapter ' Earihmelt ' disxsses volcanic action. The possibilities of a return 
of the i:e age or of the melting of the polar ice caps is the subjct matter of the sixth 
chagter ' Frozen death or flooding'. The seventh chapter 'Extra terrestrial bombard- 
ment' is ahout the metwrites which hit the earth. The eighth and h a 1  chapter 
'Catastrophe or survival ' sums up the book. The book presents information on 
many historical events which sometimes read like science fiction. The book is well 
illustrated with plates and line drawings. The book will be of more interest and use 
to the layman than to the research worker in earth sciences. 
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introduction to superc~nductivity by Rose-Innes and E. H. Rhoderick. Pablished by 
Pergamon Press (Second edition 1978), pp. xviii f 237, Price $ 16.50. 

This is the sezond edition of the successful introduction to superconductivity, which is 
ewtrenely readable. The authors have maintained a level at which the phenomena and 
the theoreti-al coil:e?ts of superconductivity will be understood by students and scientis~s 
having only a modest ki~owledge of solid state physics. 

As is well known the phenomenon of supemonductivity-discovered in 1911 by 
Kanerling Onnes-deiied a theoretical understanding ontil 1957. It had to await deve- 
lo2xenis in qlranturn theory of solids and many body effects involving eleclrons in nlelals 
and the idea of attrastivc interaction between electrons arising from Ihe exchange of 
q!an:a of 1atii:e vibrations. The pairing theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Sshri.,ffer (BCS 
(1957)) is perhaps one of the greatest triumphs of quantum mechanics in understanding 
solid s:a:e physiss. That below a critical teinperature the electron-fluid in a metal or 
alloy nndergoes a phase transition to a state which shows large scale coherence and 
q:ran:uin effezts, had far reaching consequences on basic physics along with thruwing 
open enormous possibilities of applications. 

The authors have done an admirable job in 13 chapters and two appendices. In the 
Ant 8 rha?:ers they give a very good account of the phenomena of superconductivi-ty- 
zero rads:an-,e s:a:e, perfex diamagnetism, e1e:trodynamics and the critical magnetic 
fletd, thermodynanics of the phase transition, the intermediate state, transpopt currents 
in s~pr-ondu3ors and the superconducting properties of small s~ecimens using London 
and the Ginzburg-Landau phenomenological theories. After this the reader is exposed 
to the n1isros;opic theory of the superconducting state-the concept of an energy gap, 
e1e;tron-lattice interaction-Co~per pairs and long range coherence, eic. Chapter 10 
dis:usses the tunneling processes between (i) a normal metal and a superconductor and 
its conn::tion with the energy gap of the superconductor (ii) two identical superconduc- 
tors segarated by a thin insulating layer. This gives account of the pair tunneling asso- 
ciated with the Josephson effect. This is followed by a detailed survey in Chapter 11 
(which has been con~pletely rewritten and updated) on the long range coherence of the 
elestron->airs i,l super;onductom and the working of supercondncting quantum intei- 
feren:e devices (SQUID) . This contains a physical picture of the phase of the eleclron- 
pair wave, flux quantization, weak links, a.c. Josephson effect and diffraction effects 
conne:ted with squid. This is indeed a very valuable chapter. 

Oha?tecs 12 and 13 which constitute Part 11 of the book deal with type I1 super- 
~0nd~:rorS and demibe the con-ept of the mixed state, negative surface energy and the 
ele.nents of the Giniburg-~andau theory. This naturally leads.to the work of Abrikosov 
when, on applioation of a magnetic Aeld, the type I1 superconductor goes into a mixed 
state, the minimum strength of the ffeld being H,, (the lower critical field). The mixed 
state persists up to an upper critical field H,,when the system becomes completely normal. 



These chapters give a good account of subtleties of the magncli~ation, specific heat, and 
cri~i(:al current of type 11 superconductors. 

In short, this book is ideal as a first course of superconductivity for a person bvorhing 
to gain :I pl~ysical insight of the Aeld and covers alniost all aspects. 

'This hunk is s!rongly rezommended as an elementary text hook on the subject. 

K. P. SINHA 

Foundations oT astronomy (From big bang to black holes) by Richard Knox. PubliJ~el 
!hy David and Charles, London, pp. 184, Price i 5.95 .  

Thc A eid of astronomy and cosniology has been one oT the oldesr branches of human 
enquiry. Some exciting exyesimental dissovcries in the last two decades, for example, 
quasars, pulsars, blaskbody radiation and observational astronomy using radio, infra- 
red, X-ray and y-rays, have added new dimension to the mysteries of the universe. We 
seen to be in a better position now than ever before toanswer the pel-ennial qoestion 
ot'thc origin of thc univepse, i.e., whether or not it had a beginning. Experiments carried 
our on avtili:ial satellites are giving new information about these fundamental questions, 
pariirularly about the possible existcnse of black holes and expansion of the universe 
and hitherro unknown new entities in the depth of outer space. And new discoveries 
in as!ronomy alwajs catch popular imagination. No wonder even laymen and young 
$%dents (from sshools and colleges) would like to look at the stars, galaxies and nebvlae 
with thcir own eyes through amateur telescopes and learn about the current state of the 
subject. 

The appearance or thc book under revicw is indeed vcry timely and serves the pur- 
pose a? the righr level. The author, being an amateur astronomer, is well conversant 
with the problems and requirements of a beginner. He has done a splendid job in 5 
chapters and additional materials covered in an Appendix along with suggesiions for 
further reading. 

In the first chapter he gives a brief historical account-from the work of Ptolemy 
throagh Cqpernicus, Tycho-Brahe, ' Kepler. Galileo, Newton to the model of the ~ m -  
verse proposed by Einstein along with a practical description of a telescope and measure- 
ment o r  earth's radius, etc. In chapter 2 the Sun and eschor itsplanets and other ohjccts 
going around it are desribed along with simple methods to  get the  diameter and mass 
of the planets and distances of stars and galaxies, etc. Chapteo 3 gives an engrossing 
dewiption of various kinds of stars from red giants to white dwarfs along with some 
informative star charts and luminosity sale.  It gives a simple account of the birth, 
evolution and end of a star-supernova-, neutron stars and black holes. This is folloned 
(Chapter 4) by a fas~inating account of nebulae, scar clusters, galaxies and, objects a t  the 
very edge of the observable universe and how universe is exqmnding after the big bang 
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(predicted by G. Gamow in 1950s) at the rate of 50 kilonletres per second per mesa 
sez (the unit being defined in an earlier chapter for the layman) and supported by tile 
black bo&. radiation observed at the present epoch. 

To add to the popular appeal the book ends (Chapter 5 )  with the question whether or 
not there is life elsewhere in the universe. There are strong possibilities that there shonld 
be some form or life somewhere-hot we do not know whether they exist within comm~~ni. 
cable range. Thos the book covers the entire gamnt of astronomy and astrophysical 
questions. Throughout, the level is maintained which is palatable to the layman. A 
reader who is seeking a deeper understanding o f  the modern view of the origin of the 
universe written in a popular language will have to turn lo the book entitled ' The First 
Three Minutes ' by Steven Weinberg. 

Nevertheless, the book under review does fulfil the purpose for which it has been written 
i.e., an introduction to modern astronomy. The reviewer strongly recommends this book 
to school and college studenrs seeking elementary level knowledge of practical and 
modern state of astronomy. The get up of the book is excellent with some beautiful 
photographs anl  a breath-taking colour photograph of the great nebulae in Orion 
on the cover resembles a huge bird with wings spread out. 
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E R R A T A  

Year Val. Page Line For Read 

21 6 but lim im m, (p) 
V - M  

36 Last s i n f X s i n f X = O  

37 2 f ?  = )> - &,,. . , 
38 Fourth 

the 5 2 [jA - B AI, (x ) } ' ' ~  bottom 
(Formula '-' 
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39 Ninth 

bottom 

u, 2 lo4 m/s 

3 to 4 x 106 m/s 

but lim im m,, (A) 
v-m 
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40 Seventh 0 x 
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